Please find below information on how to get to the International School of Brussels via
bus, tram, train or car.

From Brussels International Airport, Zaventem
Take the Ring (RO), direction Waterloo or Charleroi. Drive through the tunnel at Tervuren
and a second tunnel a few kilometres later. Do not take the third tunnel, but keep to the
right-hand lane and follow directions for Watermael-Bosvoorde/Boitsfort. Drive through
the woods on Avenue de la Foresterie. Pass through the roundabout and turn left at the
second set of traffic lights.

From Brussels City Centre
Take Avenue Louise out of Brussels centre in the direction of the Bois de la Cambre. As
you approach the end of Avenue Louise, by the park, follow Avenue Demot to the left (all
lanes but the right follow this street). Keep to the right and at the next intersection drive
straight ahead onto Franklin Roosevelt. The road will merge into Chaussée de la Hulpe.
Drive down the Chaussée, keeping to the right-hand lane. After about a kilometre the
road splits; take the a right-hand fork, leading downhill, opposite the Delleur 94 tram stop.
After the lake on the right, turn right at the first set of traffic lights.

From Waterloo
Take the Ring (RO), direction Tervuren or Zaventem. Do not drive through the tunnel but
keep to the right and follow the signs to Watermaal-Bosvoorde/Boitsfort. Drive through the
woods on Avenue de la Foresterie and after the roundabout, turn left at the second set of
traffic lights.

By tram:
N°94 Route Louise / Hermann Debroux. Nearest stop: Wiener.
From Wiener, cross over the main road. After crossing, head down Rue de la Vénerie.
There should be a park to your right and a row of shops to your left. Keep walking straight
down this road. Keep left when reaching the fork (at bus stop Diabolo). Walk until you
reach a bus stop named Etangs de Boitsfort. Take a right, cross over the main road, and
take a left. There should now be a large lake on your right and Delhaize Proxy on your
left. At the next set of traffic lights, enter the ISB driveway

By bus:
N°17 Route: Beaulieu / Heiligenborre. Nearest stop: International School
From the stop, walk up the driveway.
N°95 Route Bourse/Wiener. Nearest stop: Wiener
See directions from Wiener above. You can also take bus no. 17 from Wiener
directly to the school.
N°366 Route Place Flagey / Court St Etienne. Nearest stop: Kattenberg (Heiligenborre).
Walk back the direction the bus came from to enter the school driveway on the left.

By train:
Line: Brussels Midi / Wavre. Station: Boitsfort
After leaving the station, walk passed the car park and walk down a steep hill called
Chaussee de la Hulpe / Terhulpesesteenweg. Continue straight on, passing the lake on
your right. The official entrance is on the right.

